CARDIOCEREBRAL RESUSCITATION (CCR)
(aka Minimally Interrupted Cardiac Resuscitation)

EMD pre-arrival
COCPR instructions

EMS ARRIVAL

Bystander COCPR*

200 chest compressions

Analysis

Single shock if indicated without pulse check or rhythm analysis

200 chest compressions

Analysis

Single shock if indicated without pulse check or rhythm analysis

200 chest compressions

Analysis

Single shock if indicated without pulse check or rhythm analysis

Transport to closest CRC if possible

Chest Compressions:
- 100/min
- at least 2” in depth
- full chest recoil

Administer 1 mg IV/IO Epinephrine

*If adequate uninterrupted bystander chest compressions are provided, EMS providers perform immediate rhythm analysis

COCPR=compression-only CPR
CRC=cardiac receiving center
EMD=emergency medical medical dispatch